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UNEVEN
UNEVEN is a collection of products for your home
home, no two
items are the same. Products that may be slightly crooked
or have a ragged edge. They are striking, unique finds and
creations that give your interior an exclusive look.
UNEVEN is also a way of living and thinking.
thinking We believe it is
important to contribute to a better world. UNEVEN stands
for "green" and corporate social responsibility. We mainly
use natural materials that are refillable or recyclable.
Many of our products are made by hand, by people who have
a distance to the labor market.
You can also see our green heart in the colors of the
UNEVEN logo: aqua blue (water), green (nature) and black
(earth). Clear, distinct, sustainable, purely UNEVEN.
Enjoy the beauty of imperfection.

Dare to be uneven
and make your world
a better place!

OYSTER CANDLES
The world is like an oyster
and you are the pearl...
Oysters are like raw husks with a white kernel: rough and
uneven on the outside, beautifully shiny and smooth on the
inside. Perfectly UNEVEN! With the oyster candles we
package sustainability in a shell.
We (re)use oyster shells from Dutch waters and fill them with
pure paraffin, the cleanest and best that can be found in Europe. This residual product is not harmful to the environment,
contains no animal fats and is free of harmful substances.
Because the oyster candles are UNEVEN, it is best to place
them on a dish with a layer of sand or sea salt. Or use our
UNEVEN Oyster Rope, a sturdy rope made of real hemp.
Refills and scents:
With an Oyster Candle you bring the best of the sea to your
home. You use every shell as often as you want, because you
can refill it yourself with the UNEVEN Refill Pearls.
For an even more intense experience at home you can add an
UNEVEN Perfumed Pearl.
A unique bright spot in the house.

OYSTER CANDLES
Small

3 Oyster Candles Natural + Perfumed Pearls
A reusable gift box with 3 sustainable UNEVEN oyster
candles. The scented pearl can be melted in the candle for a
soft sultry scent.

1 Oyster Candle + 1 Oyster Rope +
Perfumed Pearl
A reusable gift box with 1 sustainable
UNEVEN oyster candle and an
authentic Oyster Rope made of
hemp. The rope forms a stable
base for the shell. The scented
pearl can be melted in the
candle for a soft sultry scent.

OYSTER CANDLES
medium

1 Oyster Candle Natural + Perfumed Pearl
A reusable gift box with 1 sustainable UNEVEN oyster
candle. The scented pearl can be melted in the candle for
a soft sultry scent.

1 Oyster Candle Aqua + Perfumed Pearl
A reusable gift box with 1 sustainable UNEVEN oyster
candle with aqua colored paraffin. The scented Pearl can
be melted in the candle for a soft sultry scent.

OYSTER CANDLES
large

5 or 7 Oyster Candles Natural + Perfumed Pearls
A reusable gift box with 5 or 7 oyster candles (this depends
on what nature brings us). The scented pearl can be melted
in the candle for a soft sultry scent.

3 Oyster Candles XL Natural + Perfumed Pearls
A reusable gift box with 3 extra large oyster candles.
The scented pearl can be melted in the candle for a soft
sultry scent.

OYSTER CANDLES
accessoires

Oyster Rope
A sturdy rope made of authentic hemp, especially developed
for the oyster candle. The Oyster Rope is a stable base and a
unique UNEVEN coaster for your candle.

Refill Pearls
To enjoy these beautiful natural shells even longer you can
use the Refill Pearls. Add Refill Pearls to the oyster shell while
burning or refill when it has completely burned out. Comes
with extra wicks. The Refill Pearls have a neutral odor.

HAND DIPPED CANDLES
romance with a unique edge
Nothing is as romantic and mood-enhancing as a beautiful
candle. The Hand Dipped Candles really add something
to it...
These sturdy, durable dip candles are beautifully UNEVEN:
they are all hand-drawn using a special dipping technique.
And that’s obvious: no two candles are the same. What they
do have in common is the authentic appearance, the large
number of burning hours,
hours, the high quality and the subtle
ivory color.
These candles burn very clean, don’t drip, don’t smoke and
are unscented.
You can see that they are handmade by the different layers
that make up each candle (like the annual rings in a tree),
visible at the bottom.
Each candle is sold in a matching package and comes with
a coaster made of natural coconut fiber.
With a Hand Dipped Candle you put up the most romantic
illumination everywhere; on the dinner table, at a wedding,
or in an intimate corner in your room. Always a unique bright
spot, even during dark days. That’s all you need ….

